
North Georgia 
Personal Injury Attorneys

Leibel Law serves the areas of Atlanta,
Alpharetta, Cleveland, Cumming,
Dahlonega, Ellijay, Fulton County,
Forsyth County, Johns Creek,
Roswell, and Sandy Springs.

PREPARED FOR

PREPARED BY



Unfortunately, accidents happen and people get hurt. In cases like these
whether an individual was being reckless, negligent, or if the accident
was preventable the law provides recourse for victims of the accident.
These recourses include a civil suit of a personal injury claim which is
determined on the basis of a preponderance of evidence, such as if a
person or entity was responsible for the accident and if so, how much
they should be held liable for.

At Leibel Law, our North Georgia personal injury lawyers are committed
to making sure that victims get the money that they need to take care of
their medical bills, their families, and their future. We also represent
families of those who have been killed in preventable accidents;
compensation can be obtained for related medical bills, funeral
expenses, and pain and suffering.

Leibel To Win
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Do Take Images of the
Accident

Do Get Witness Statements

Do Exchange Contact and
Insurance Information

Do Call Your Georgia Car
Accident Attorneys

Do Get Medical Care

Don't call your insurance
provider.... Let us do that for
you.

$100’S OF MILLIONS RECOVERED
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$750,000
81 year old killed in auto accident

$350,000
Premises Liability- hand & finger injury

Injured in a Car
Accident? 
5 Things to Do

REPRESENTATIVE CASE RESULTS



Fighting for your rights for full
compensation with integrity,

experience, and results.
 

Have you Suffered Injuries after a Slip and Fall on
another’s property due to:

Premises Liability
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Exposed holes or ditches cracked
or uneven pavement

Broken stairs

Broken handrails

Poor lighting

Torn or tattered carpets

Slippery or wet floors

Crowded walkways

Objects falling from shelves

Broken equipment (such as elevators,
escalators, etc.)

Lack of warning signs

Lack of security

When the brain suffers a traumatic injury, it can lead to
many adverse health effects, including:

Traumatic Brain Injury Attorney

Seizures

Coma

Behavioral/personality changes

Mood swings

Cognitive impairment

Trouble concentrating

Memory loss

Loss of hearing

Trouble speaking or conveying
thoughts and ideas

Impaired motor skills

Blindness or vision problems

Death

Get a free and confidential consultation
(404) 892-0700
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Georgia Personal Injury Attorneys
Leibel Law is the premier law firm in North Georgia. Our team is comprised of
experienced and knowledgeable attorneys who are dedicated to obtaining the best possible
results in every case they represent. We have obtained record-setting verdicts in the state of
Georgia and our impressive success rate is evidence of outstanding and unrivaled legal
counsel.

Steven Leibel
FOUNDING ATTORNEY

Steven Leibel has been practicing law since his graduation from Emory Law
School in 1980. Best known for winning the highest jury verdict in Georgia
history — $776 million in a wrongful death lawsuit arising from the tragic
murder of the Sheriff-elect of Dekalb County, Georgia— Mr. Leibel has also
been named a SuperLawyer for five consecutive years by his peers.

Paul Menair
ATTORNEY

Paul Menair was admitted to the Georgia Bar in 2003 after obtaining his J.D.
in 2002. Mr. Menair has a Ph.D. in history and teaching experience at the
undergraduate level.

Stephen Crabtree
PHYSICIAN ATTORNEY
We at Leibel Law are beyond excited to welcome our newest lawyer,
Stephen Crabtree to the firm. Stephen is an educated physician lawyer. His
extensive experience in medicine and education in the law gives him a
unique perspective to analyze legal medical issues in your personal injury
case.
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North Georgia’s Premier Law Firm
When you have suffered as a result of another person’s negligence, you deserve to be
represented by an experienced and distinguished lawyer. Attorney Leibel is AV-rated,
meaning that he has been ranked by his peers as having the utmost professional and ethical
standards. He is also a SuperLawyer, a designation for the state’s top 5% of lawyers.

“Our situation was a very sensitive case because my
minor son was injured. Mr. Leibel was so sensitive to my
son’s feelings. He really listened to his wants and needs.
GREAT, CARING attorney! One in a million!”



For inquiries, contact us.

Cumming Office Dahlonega Office

3619 S Chestatee Street 

Dahlonega, Georgia 30533 

Atlanta Office

3334 Peachtree Rd NE #1703

Atlanta, GA 30326

Or get a free and confidential consultation
(404) 892-0700

Leibel Law 

6150 Georgia Highway 400 Suite C

Cumming, Georgia 30028


